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AC-AC converters (e.g. matrix converters) are mostly semiconductor solutions for applications where intermediate energy
storage is eliminated. This paper summarizes the research done and being carried out at the University of Minnesota for
applications in motor drives and power-electronic transformers with advanced features. This paper presents a carrier-based
modulation method for matrix converters and its application during for both input unbalance and output over-modulation.
Various topologies of matrix converter are described for both drives and power-electronic transformers. These topologies have
some inherent benefits like common-mode voltage elimination across the bearings of the motor/generator and controllable power
factor at the input side. Some of the described technologies require open-ended machines as load and thereby some advantages
like enhanced output voltage (1.5 times the output of normal three terminal load) are achieved.  2009 Institute of Electrical
Engineers of Japan. Published by John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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1. Introduction

Matrix converter is a converter topology which has the least
number of passive components compared to conventional con-
verter topologies [1–4]. It uses only semiconductor switches for
power conversion objectives without any intermediate energy stor-
age. It basically consists of nine four-quadrant switches, which
connects the three-phase input to the three-phase output (Fig. 1)
[5]. Matrix converter has also an added advantage of input and
output power factor decoupling.

Various modulation schemes for matrix converters are described
in the literature, which require addition of the harmonics of the
output frequency [3,4] and input frequency to the modulation
indices, and require sector information for generation of PWM
signals [4–8]. A simple modulation method is presented in Ref. 9,
which neither needs any sector information nor any harmonic
injection for calculation of the duty ratios. Also the output voltage
is synthesized to its maximum capacity without compromising
any benefits of the conventional techniques [4–8]. The modulation
method is also extended for an unbalance condition at input and
over-modulation at the output [10,11].

The open-ended three-phase drive systems are obtained by
opening the stator winding neutral of the three-phase motor and
driving the motor from both sides of the stator winding using two
inverters [12–15]. By doing so, the output voltage is enhanced
and the DC-link voltage requirement is reduced. Generally, in
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the previous works, normal two-level and multi-level inverters
are used for the open-ended winding. In the proposed system, the
motor is driven from two matrix converters which are connected to
the opposite sides of the open-end winding. Although the proposed
topology is available in scene since long time [1,2,16,17] called 36-
switch unrestricted frequency changer, a space vector modulation
technique is developed for the control of the converter with
power factor control in entire range [18]. Common-mode voltage
elimination from a single matrix converter driven drive is described
in Ref. 19 by using Venturini’s first method. The control by default
eliminates any common-mode voltage at the load terminals. An
alternate 36-switch indirect topology is also described [20] which
has some advantages like reduced switching loss, reduced clamp
circuit requirement and better commutation. Both of the techniques
use large number of switches which increases the switching loss,
cost and volume of the system. A reduced switch count matrix
converter driven open-ended load topology is proposed which is
quite simple from both design and operation perspective [21].

In electrical power applications transformers occupy a large
volume in terms of space and cost. Mostly in high power adjustable
speed AC drives with flexible voltage transfer ratio, there is often
a bulky low frequency transformer at the input for isolation. The
transformers occupy a large volume in the overall drive system.
The larger volume and weight of transformer mostly comes from
low line frequency (50/60 Hz) excitation. Thus, by increasing
the excitation frequency by means of power converter systems,
the transformer size can be reduced to a large extent. Different
topologies of both DC links based and matrix converter based
power-electronic transformers are available in literature [22–27].
In this paper, different topologies of matrix converter based power-
electronic transformers are investigated. In one of the topologies,
a three-phase to one-phase matrix converter with high frequency
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Fig. 1. Nine switch matrix converter
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Fig. 2. Matrix converter driven three-phase machine

transformer is used for common-mode elimination at the output
[28]. Another topology uses three direct matrix converters with
primary of the transformer open for generation high frequency
transformer application [29].

2. Simplified Matrix Converter Modulation Strategy

A simple three-phase to three-phase matrix converter can be
treated as a three-level inverter. In three-level converters [30], the
input DC voltage takes on one of the three DC values: Vd+, 0, Vd–.
But in matrix converters, the input voltages are three-phase AC.
In three-level inverters, in a switching period, the output voltage
is synthesized by using the nearest available voltage levels, but
in matrix converter the output voltage is generated by using all
available three levels, thereby ensuring power factor control at the
input.

Thus, any output phase is connected to all three input phases
in a switching period for some interval determined by the
corresponding duty ratios. The input phase voltages va, vb, vc and
the output phase voltages vA, vB, vC are related by the relation
shown in (1). The duty ratio for each switch connecting between
input and output is shown in Fig. 2.

Similarly, the input current ia, ib, ic and the output current
iA, iB, iC are related by (2).
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daA dbA dcA

daB dbB dcB

daC dbC dcC
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 (1)
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 (2)

Thus, the matrix converter can be represented by a equivalent
circuit which comprises of variable turns ratio transformers
as shown in Fig. 3. The duty ratios of the matrix converter
represent the turns ratio of the transformers. The input is three-
phase sinusoidal in nature, i.e. va = V̂ cos(ωt), vb = V̂ cos(ωt −
2π/3), vc = V̂ cos(ωt − 4π/3). Therefore, the duty ratios shown
in (1) and (2) are sinusoidal in nature for the elimination of input
frequency terms from the output. Equation 3 shows the duty ratios
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Fig. 3. Equivalent circuit representation of matrix converter

for output phase-A where kA(t) denotes the output amplitude
control term and ρ denotes the input power factor control term.




daA

dbA

dcA


 =




kA(t) cos(ωt − ρ)

kA(t) cos(ωt − 2π/3 − ρ)

kA(t) cos(ωt + 2π/3 − ρ)


 (3)

2.1. Offset duty ratio At any instant, the condition ‘0<

(duty ratio of the switch) < 1′ should be valid. In order to cancel the
effect of negative duty ratios, some duty ratios with positive values
need to be added to all the output phases in equal proportion so
that they only generate finite common-mode voltage at the output
without affecting the output line to line voltage.

Considering the case of output phase-A in order to cancel any
negative duty ratio from (3), the absolute value of the duty ratio
can be added. Thus, the individual offset duty ratios should be




Da

Db

Dc


 =




|kA(t) cos(ωt − ρ)|
|kA(t) cos(ωt − 2π3 − ρ)|
|kA(t) cos(ωt + 2π3 − ρ)|


 (4)

The new net duty ratios are [Da + daA Db + dbA Dc + dcA]
T

.
For example, in input phase-a

0 < Da + daA < 1

i.e.

0 < |kA(t)V̂ cos(ωt − ρ)| + kA(t)V̂ cos(ωt − ρ) < 1 (5)

This implies that in the worst begin

0 < 2|kA(t)| < 1 (6)

which implies the maximum value of |kA(t)| is 0.5. Hence, the
offset duty ratios (Fig. 4) corresponding to the three input phases
are chosen as


Da

Db

Dc


 =




|0.5 cos(ωt − ρ)|
|0.5 cos(ωt − 2π3 − ρ)|
|0.5 cos(ωt + 2π3 − ρ)|


 (7)
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t

Fig. 4. The offset duty ratios corresponding to all input phases
drawn for a particular case
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To utilize three-phase output generation to full capacity, an
additional common-mode term VCOM equal to {[max( kA(t), kB(t),
kC(t))+ min( kA(t), kB(t), kC(t))]/2} is added [10] according to
the traditional space vector PWM principle. Thus, the amplitude
of kA(t), kB(t), kC(t) can be enhanced from 0.5 to 0.57 and the
output amplitude is equal to (

√
3/2) V̂ cos ρ = 0.866 V̂ cos ρ.




daA

dbA

dcA


=




Da + [kA(t) − VCOM] cos(ωt − ρ)

Db + [kA(t) − VCOM] cos(ωt − 2π3 − ρ)

Dc + [kA(t) − VCOM] cos(ωt + 2π3 − ρ)




(8)

But the summation [Da(t) + Db(t) + Dc(t)] is less than or equal
to unity as shown in Fig. 4. Therefore, in order to make the
summation equal to unity another offset duty ratio �(t) equal to
[(1—(Da(t) + Db(t) + Dc(t)))/3] is added to the original value
of Da(t),Db(t) and Dc(t) in (8). This scheme is easy for
implementation and it neither requires any look up table nor any
harmonic injection in the modulating signal.

3. Matrix Converter Over-Modulation

Similar to over-modulation in normal converters, matrix con-
verter can be operated in over-modulation mode to increase the
fundamental output with some additional harmonics. But there are
multiple over-modulation modes in matrix converter, because both
the output voltage and input voltage are sinusoidal AC. The types
of over-modulation modes are

1. Output-side over-modulation.
2. Input-side over-modulation with power factor control.
3. Input-side over-modulation without power factor control.
4. Simultaneous input- and output-side over-modulation.

3.1. Output-side over-modulation The matrix con-
verter can be made to operate in this mode by increasing the
amplitude of the reference output voltage modulating signals
kA(t), kB(t), kC(t)above the maximum values which is equal to
0.57. In this condition, for a fictitious DC-link voltage of magni-
tude Vdc fict, the peak fundamental amplitude of the output phase
voltage can be found to be 2Vdc fict/π . The magnitude of this
fictitious DC-link voltage, in linear modulation region, in the
matrix converter depends on the peak input voltage amplitude,
the power factor of the input currents and can be computed as
Vdc fict = (3/2)V̂ cos ρ .

Thus, with input unity power factor, the peak fundamental
output phase voltageV̂o can be given as

V̂o = 2Vdc fict/π = 0.95V̂ (9)

The gain of the modulation in the over-modulation region is
a nonlinear function of the peak amplitude of the reference
modulating signal [31]. At maximum output over-modulation (i.e.
six-step square wave mode), all the instantaneous output references
(i.e. kA(t) − VCOM for phase-A) (8) are clipped to the value ±0.5.
With the choice of reference modulating signals in (8) discussed
in the previous section, the true square wave mode (square wave
duty ratios) occurs for peak amplitudes.

3.2. Input over-modulation with power factor control
The idea in this over-modulation mode is to increase the fictitious
DC-link voltage by reducing the offset duty-ratio �(t) as shown
in (10). To achieve this, the choice of the input duty ratios should
be modified such that they sum to unity in a switching cycle with

3 v̂in ˆ ˆvin2
3 3 3vin

π

Fig. 5. DC-link voltage of a diode bridge converter supplying
a resistive load

reduced offset duty-ratio �(t).



daA

dbA

dcA


=




Da + [kA(t) − VCOM] cos(ωt − ρ) + �(t)

Db + [kA(t) − VCOM] cos(ωt − 2π3 − ρ) + �(t)

Dc + [kA(t) − VCOM] cos(ωt + 2π3 − ρ) + �(t)




(10)

In order to utilize the offset duty-ratio period �(t) for over-
modulation, the other duty ratios in (10) must be scaled up in
same proportion such that they sum to unity. Thus the modified
duty ratios are as shown in (11)




do
aA

do
bA

do
cA


 = 1

1 − 3 × �(t)

×



Da+[kA(t)−VCOM] cos(ωt − ρ)

Db+[kA(t)−VCOM] cos(ωt − 2π3 − ρ)

Dc+[kA(t)−VCOM] cos(ωt + 2π3 − ρ)




(11)

3.3. Input over-modulation without power factor
control In this scheme, a different approach to input-side
over-modulation achieves the highest possible output voltage of
the converter. Using this method, the fictitious DC-link voltage
can be increased to the theoretical maximum value as shown by
the dotted line in Fig. 5 which is equivalent to the output of three-
phase diode bridge rectifier.

In such a case, the input over-modulation described in the
previous section becomes a special case of the generalized method
in which the time varying functions are all the same.

3.4. Simultaneous input- and output-side over-
modulation The modifications to the duty ratios for input
over-modulation do not affect the choice of the reference out-
put voltage modulating signals. Thus, the matrix converter can be
operated in the over-modulation region with simultaneous input-
and output-side over-modulation. With the input duty ratios chosen
as in (11) and by increasing the peak amplitude of the reference
output voltage modulating signal in square wave mode, the output
to input voltage transfer ratio can be increased to unity when the
input power factor is unity as shown in (12).

VO = 2V o
dc fict

π
= 2 × 1.049

π
V cos ρ = 1.001 V cos ρ

(12)

With input-side over-modulation without power factor control and
the output side in square wave mode the input–output transfer ratio
can be taken above unity as shown in (13).

VO = 2V o
dc fict

π
= 6

√
3

π2
V = 1.053 V (13)

4. Extension of the Carrier-Based Pwm Scheme for
Operation Under Unbalanced Input Voltages

Neglecting the switching losses, the power at the input current
port is equal to the power at the output voltage port of a matrix
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converter due to the absence of any energy storage element
in-between. When there is an unbalance in the input voltages,
one has to compromise between balancing and/or the sinusoidal
nature, either in the input-side currents or in the output-side
voltages, so as to satisfy the power transfer condition. In this
regard, three such techniques which use space vectors for output
voltage generation are extended for application with the presented
modulation technique [32–35]. In method-1, the input currents
are sinusoidal but are unbalanced, whereas in method-2 and -3
sinusoidal currents with additional harmonics are in the input side.
Any unbalanced set of three-phase voltages can be represented as
the sum of positive and negative sequence components.

vaP = V̂P cos(ωi t + ϕp), vaN = V̂N cos(ωi t + ϕN) (14)

vbP
= V̂P cos(ωi t − 2π/3 + ϕP ),

vbN
= V̂N cos(ωi t + 2π/3 + ϕN) (15)

vcP = V̂P cos(ωi t + 2π/3 + ϕP ),

vcN = V̂N cos(ωi t − 2π/3 + ϕN) (16)

Thus, va = vaP +vaN , vb = vbP
+vbN

and vc=vcP +vcN , where
(V̂P , ϕp) and (V̂N , ϕN) are the amplitude and phase of the positive
and negative sequence voltages respectively. The zero sequence
voltages are absent in a three-wire system.

4.1. Method-1 The modulation indices for the switches
corresponding to any output phase in this method are generated
from the positive and negative sequence components of the
input voltage. The duty ratios (i.e daA, dbA, dcA for phase-A)
have positive sequence (daAP

, dbAP
, dcAP

) and negative sequence
(daAN

, dbAN
, dcAN

) components in proper ratio (18) and (19)) in
order to make the output voltages balanced.

daA = daAP
+ daAN

, dbA = dbAP
+ dbAN

, dcA = dcAP
+ dcAN

(17)


daAP

dbAP

dcAP


 = kAP




cos(ωi t + ϕP )

cos(ωi t − 2π/3 + ϕP )

cos(ωi t + 2π/3 + ϕP )




(18)


daAN

dbAN

dcAN


 = −kAN




cos(ωi t + ϕN)

cos(ωi t + 2π/3 + ϕN)

cos(ωi t − 2π/3 + ϕN)




(19)

In order to eliminate any harmonic terms from the output kAP
and

kAN
are chosen in proportion to the input positive sequence and

negative sequence voltages.

kAP
= kV̂P , kAN

= kV̂N (20)

Where ‘k′ is proportional to the instantaneous modulation index
of the output phase-A. From (14) to (19) the maximum and
minimum limits of ‘k’ can be obtained as −0.5/(V̂P + V̂N ) ≤ k ≤
0.5/(V̂P + V̂N ). Thus, the range of variation of phase-A voltage
can be calculated as in (12).

In order to compensate for the unrealizable negative duty ratios,
the offset duty ratios shown in (13)–(15) are added [10].

DA =
∣∣∣∣∣

0.5V̂P

V̂P + V̂N

cos(ωi t + ϕP + ρP )

∣∣∣∣∣

+
∣∣∣∣∣

0.5V̂N

V̂P + V̂N

cos(ωi t + ϕN + ρP )

∣∣∣∣∣ (21)

DB =
∣∣∣∣∣

0.5V̂P

V̂P + V̂N

cos(ωi t − 2π/3 + ϕP + ρP )

∣∣∣∣∣

+
∣∣∣∣∣

0.5V̂N

V̂P + V̂N

cos(ωi t + 2π/3 + ϕN + ρP )

∣∣∣∣∣ (22)

DC =
∣∣∣∣∣

0.5V̂P

V̂P + V̂N

cos(ωt + 2π/3 + ϕP + ρP )

∣∣∣∣∣

+
∣∣∣∣∣

0.5V̂N

V̂P + V̂N

cos(ωt − 2π/3 + ϕN + ρP )

∣∣∣∣∣ (23)

4.2. Method-2 Using three phase to stationary two-
phase transformation, the unbalanced input voltages result in the
tip of the resultant voltage-vector rotating in an elliptical trajectory
as shown in Fig. 6. The instantaneous amplitude and the phase of
the resultant vector are as follows:

Vinst =
√

V̂ 2
P + V̂ 2

N + 2V̂P V̂N cos(2 ωit + ϕP + ϕN) (24)

θinst = tan−1 (V̂P sin(ωt + ϕP ) − V̂N sin(ωt + ϕN))

(V̂P cos(ωt + ϕP ) + V̂N cos(ωt + ϕN))
(25)

The instantaneous modulation indices in this method are calculated
based on the amplitudes of the resultant and reference voltage vec-
tors. The amplitude of the reference voltage vector is (V̂P − V̂N ),
which is equal to the amplitude of the minor axis of the ellipse.
The vectors are shown as dotted lines in Fig. 6. Hence, the max-
imum amplitude of the modulation index at any instant to make
the output voltage balanced is ( V̂P − V̂N )/Vinst.

Taking the case of output phase-A, the duty ratios for the
switches corresponding to input phase-a, b, c are chosen as follows,
where ρ is the desired input power factor and kA is the output
modulation index:

daA = kA
|(V̂P − V̂N )|

Vinst
cos(ωinstt + ρ)

dbA = kA
|(V̂P − V̂N )|

Vinst
cos(ωinstt − 2π/3 + ρ) (26)

dcA = kA
|(V̂P − V̂N )|

Vinst
cos(ωinstt + 2π/3 + ρ)

DA = |0.5 cos(ωinstt + ρ)|
DB = |0.5 cos(ωinstt − 2π/3 + ρ)| (27)

DC = |0.5 cos(ωinstt + 2π/3 + ρ)|
The instantaneous voltage-vector magnitude can be obtained
by stationarily transforming the input three-phase voltages. To

Visnt

qinst qref

qmin

ˆ ˆVp + VN

ˆ ˆVp − VN

Vref

a

c

b

Fig. 6. Instantaneous voltage vectors
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compensate for the negative duty ratios, offset duty ratios shown
in (27) is desired.

4.3. Method-3 The instantaneous modulation indices
are calculated based on both the amplitude and the phase of
the resultant and reference voltage vectors. The amplitude of
the reference voltage vector is (V̂P − V̂N ), which is equal to
the amplitude of the minor axis of the ellipse and rotates at an
angular speed equal to the input frequency, implying that the
phase of the reference vector (θref) at any instant is the same as
(ωi t + ϕP ) of the positive-sequence input voltage. The vectors are
shown as dotted lines in Fig.6. Hence, the maximum amplitude
of the modulation index at any instant to make the output voltage

balanced is (V̂P −V̂N )

Vinst cos(θinst−θref)
.

Taking the case of the output phase-A, the duty ratios for the
switches corresponding to input phase- a, b, c are chosen as

daA = kA
(V̂P − V̂N )

Vinst cos(θinst − θref)
cos(θref + ρ)

dbA = kA
(V̂P − V̂N )

Vinst cos(θinst − θref)
cos(θref − 2π/3 + ρ) (28)

dcA = kA
(V̂P − V̂N )

Vinst cos(θinst − θref)
cos(θref + 2π/3 + ρ)

And for cancellation of negative duty ratios the corresponding
offset duty ratios are shown in (29),

DA = |0.5 cos(θref + ρ)|
DB = |0.5 cos(θref − 2π/3 + ρ)| (29)

DC = |0.5 cos(θref + 2π/3 + ρ)|
To make the sum of duty ratios in a switching period equal to
one, another offset duty ratio equal to {1 − (DA + DB + DC}/3
is inavariably added to the original duty ratios in all the three
methods.

5. Open-End Winding Three-Phase Matrix
Converter Drive

In open-ended three-phase motor drive, the stator neutral of the
machine is opened and is connected with another set of supply
(Fig. 7 [12–20]). In consequence, the stator is excited from two
inverters from both ends, thus enabling large voltage rated motors
to be driven from inverters of lower voltage rating. The inverters
in the open-end drive can be replaced by matrix converters, which
is generally known as 18-switch unrestricted frequency changer
[1,2].

Va

Vb

Vc

Three-phase input,
60 Hz

Fig. 7. Direct matrix converter base open-end winding drive

The topologies and control are such that input phase voltages
are connected to two sets of output phase voltage at the terminals
of a motor/generator. This is done by solid-state switches (without
energy storage capacitors and inductors) such that all currents at the
two sets of output phase terminals always have paths to flow to the
input phase voltages [20]. The maximum motor voltage capability
is 1.5 per unit (pu), that is, Vph,m = 1.5Vph,in where Vph,m is the
output motor phase voltage and Vph,in is the input phase voltage
and also eliminates the common-mode voltages at both ends. At
the same time, the insulation stress is equal to the magnitude of
input phase voltage only.

For a single matrix converter, the input phases-a, b, c are
connected to the output phases-A, B, C through switching scheme
shown in Table I. This results in null common-mode voltages at
the output [18,19]. There are six possible combinations and they
can be divided into two sub-groups. The first sub-group using abc,
cab and bca as shown in Fig. 8 (top), results in counterclockwise
(CCW) rotating vectors and the second sub-group using acb, bac
and cba results in clockwise (CW) rotating vectors. Both sets of
vectors synthesize the resultant output voltage limited to maximum
amplitude of 0.5 times the input voltage [18].

When the machine is driven by two matrix converters as shown
in Fig. 7, the net output voltage is the vector addition of voltages
from individual matrix converters. Using CCW rotating vectors
from both matrix converters, six CCW rotating active vectors
and three zero vectors are generated [18]. Similarly, CW vectors
from both matrix converters results in another set of six CW
rotating voltage vectors and three zero vectors. The amplitude of
the resultant voltage vector generated by combining the voltage
vectors of both converters equals (1.732 × 3/2V).
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Fig. 8. Utility side power factor using CCW vectors (top) and
CW vectors
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Table I. Switching combination for zero CMV

ABC VAB VBC VCA VCOM

abc vab vbc vca 0
acb −vca −vbc −vab 0
bca vbc vca vab 0
bac −vab −vca −vbc 0
cab vca vab vbc 0
cba −vbc −vab −vca 0

5.1. Utility side power factor control As described
in previous section, the switching combinations (abc, cab and
bca) and (acb, bac and cba) generate anticlockwise and clockwise
rotating vectors at the output respectively. The resultant output
voltage vector constructed from the two switching sets can be
either anticlockwise or clockwise, which consequently generates
corresponding anticlockwise or clockwise rotating resultant output
current vector. The output voltage vector can be represented in
terms of the input voltage vector and switching vector. Similarly
the input current vector can be represented in terms of the output
current vector. Figure 8 illustrates voltages and currents, where the
lower case letters (a, b and c) are used to designate voltages and
currents at the input side and capital letters (A, B and C) are used
to designate output voltages of the converter and output currents
flowing in the phase windings of the AC machine.

The input side three-phase voltage represented by anticlock-
wise rotating voltage vector which is V̂ eiωt , where ω is the input
frequency. The switching vectors (abc, cab and bca) transform
the input voltage vector to the counterclockwise rotating output
vectors. V̂ eiωt , V̂ ei(ωt+2π/3) and V̂ ei(ωt−2π/3), respectively, and
switching vectors (acb, bac and cba) transform it to the clockwise
rotating output vectors V̂ e−iωt , V̂ ei(−ωt+2π/3) and V̂ ei(−ωt−2π/3),
respectively. The time weighted average voltage vector in a switch-
ing period results in the resultant output voltage vector V̂oeiωot

which for example also rotates anticlockwise. The net output volt-
age vector V̂oeiωot is decomposed into two parts V̂o ccweiωot+k

and V̂o cweiωot−k which are generated from the anticlockwise set
V̂ eiωt , V̂ ei(ωt+2π/3) and V̂ ei(ωt−2π/3) and the clockwise rotating
vector set V̂ e−iωt , V̂ ei(−ωt+2π/3) and V̂ ei(−ωt−2π/3), respectively.

The output current vector is represented by Îoeiωot−ρ0 , where
ρ0 is the output power factor angle. As illustrated in Fig. 8, the
switching sequence (abc, cab and bca) at the output side will
generate a dual switching sequence (ABC, BCA and CAB) at
the input side, which would respectively produce current vector
ÎOei(ωot−ρ0), ÎOei(ωot−ρ0−2π/3) and ÎOei(ωot−ρ0+2π/3) at input.

Similarly, clockwise set of switching sequence produces input
switching sequence (ACB, BAC and CBA) and respective
input-side current vectors ÎOe−i(ωot−ρ0), ÎOei(−ωot+ρ0+2π/3) and
ÎOei(−ωot+ρ0−2π/3).

Resultant input current vectors from CCW and CW sequences
are given by

d1 ccwÎOei(ωot−ρ0) + d2 ccwÎOei(ωot−ρ0−2π/3)

+ d3 ccwÎOei(ωot−ρ0+2π/3) = Îo ccwei(ωot−ρ0−α(t))

where α(t) = (−ωt + ωot − k) (30)

Îo ccwei(ωot−ρ0−α(t)) = Îo ccwei(ωot−ρ0−(−ωt+ωot−k))

= Îo ccwei(ωt+k−ρ0) (31)

d1cwÎOe−i(ωot−ρ0) + d2cw ÎOei(−ωot+ρ0+2π/3)

+ d3cw ÎOei(−ωot+ρ0−2π/3) = Îo cwei(−ωot+ρ0)+β(t)

where β(t) = (ωt + ωot + k) (32)

Îo cwei(−ωot+ρ0)+β(t) = Îo cwei(ωt+ρ0+k) (33)

Vo_cw

Vo_ccw

Vo

Iok k
r0 r0

r0

II_cw

II_ccw

II

VI

k

Fig. 9. Relation between input-side power factor and output
side power factor

The phasor diagram for both output side and input side are
shown in Fig. 9, where the output-side phasors are noted by Vo =
V̂oeiωot−k , Io = Îoeiωot−ρ0 , Vo ccw = V̂o ccweiωot−k , Vo cw =
V̂o cweiωot+k . The phasors VI = V̂ eiωt , II ccw = Îo ccwei(ωt+k−ρ0) ,

II cw = Îo cwei(ωt+ρ0+k) are reflected at the input side. If the refer-
ence phasors V̂occw and V̂ocw are equal in both magnitude and phase
then by virtue of input–output symmetry, Îoccw and Îocw are also of
equal in magnitude and phase. If both Voccw and Vocw are switched
for equal interval then the input phase current II has the net phase
equal to ((ωt + ρ0 + k) + (ωt − ρ0 + k))/2 = (ωt + k). Thus by
controlling k, the input power factor can be controlled without any
influence of output power factor. Similar analysis can be achieved
for the other matrix converter which drives the machine from the
opposite side and by combining the space phasors from both matrix
converters the net output voltage and net input power are control-
lable.

6. Three-Level Indirect Matrix Converter Based
Drive

The three-level indirect matrix converter based open-end drive
has several advantages without compromising any functionality
of the scheme described in the previous section. This scheme
(Fig. 10) has some significant features like less switching and
conduction loss and less prone to commutation failure. The
topology uses same number of switches as that used in the last
section [20]. The converter system constitutes of three three-
level inverters. The three-level inverter can be either normal
neutral-clamped three-level inverter or any capacitor less three-
level inverter. As shown in Fig. 10, the whole inverter system can
be divided into two sections. One is the converter section, which
converts the three-phase AC to three-level pulsating DC—MAX,
MID and MIN which correspond to the maximum, medium and
minimum values of the input voltages respectively. The three-
phase input is connected to the MAX and the MIN rail through
two-quadrant switches and to the MID rail through four-quadrant
switches. The other section is the inverter section, which links the
output to the pulsating DC link. This section consists of two three-
level inverters and each of them is connected to opposite ends of
the open-ended load.

The intermediate DC-link waveforms and corresponding space
vector are shown in Fig. 11. The voltage waveform at the MAX,
MID and MIN rail after rectification are also highlighted. The
voltage waveform repeats every 120◦ and the space vector just
traverses in the clockwise and anticlockwise direction in only one
sector of 60◦.

Any one end of the output section is connected to the pulsating
DC link through six possible switching combinations for null
common-mode voltage. The switching combinations are divided
into two groups (MAX, MID, MIN), (MIN, MAX, MID), (MID,
MIN, MAX) and (MAX, MIN, MID), (MID, MAX, MIN) (MIN,
MID, MAX). Each group of vectors rotates in the same direction
in any sector and both groups rotate in opposite direction.
Every consecutive sectors they rotate alternatively CW and CCW.
Figure 12 shows one group of vectors (MAX, MID, MIN), (MIN,
MAX, MID), (MID, MIN, MAX). The other group will rotate
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Fig. 10. Three-level indirect matrix converter based open-ended
drive
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Fig. 11. The intermediate DC-link voltages and space
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Fig. 12. Space vectors with first group of vector

in opposite direction [20]. These vectors, in either case, can
synthesize the output voltage of amplitude equal to 0.5 times the
input voltage [18].

By using the space vectors with same rotational direction from
both inverters at opposite ends two sets of space vectors are
obtained where each set comprises of six hexagonally located
space vectors and three null vectors (Fig. 13). The two space
sets called reference vector sets rotate in opposite direction at any
instant.

The output is generated from either of the two sets of reference
space vectors or both by using them alternatively by conventional
space vector modulation. The input power factor can be controlled
without any influence of output power factor, by using the analysis
described in previous sections.

7. Matrix Converter Fed Open-Ended
Power-Electronic Transformer For Power System
Application

Generally three-phase transformers are used for voltage and
current transformation in power transmission and distribution
systems. They are large in volume and weight, in terms of copper
and iron. Because of large volume they have also large copper
and iron loss. Because at line frequency, the core cross section
is large in order to generate large flux linkage. If the frequency
of the excitation is increased the core cross-section area will be
reduced by order of magnitude [22,27]. In order to generate high
frequency excitation matrix converters are used, which converts
the line frequency input to high frequency voltage by virtue of
four-quadrant AC-switches [22–27].

In the present system, two matrix converters drive the open-
ended three-phase transformer primary and the star connected

B - phase B - phase B - phase

A-phase

C - phase C - phase C - phase

A-phaseA-phase

Fig. 13. Output vectors from both inverters of open-end

MC-1 MC-2
Va

Vb

Vc

A1

B1

C1

A2

B2

C2

MC-3

as

bs

cs

AS

BS

CS

Fig. 14. Matrix converter fed open-ended power-electronics
transformer

Table II. Switching vectors

AA’ BB’ CC’ As Bs Cs

ab bc ca as bs cs

aa bb cc cs as bs

ba cb ac cs as bs

secondary of the transformer is connected to another matrix
converter (Fig.14). The two matrix converters (MC-1 and MC-2)
connected to the some source is switched in synchronization in
order to generate null common-mode voltage and to produce
high frequency AC at the primary windings. Clockwise and
anticlockwise switching vectors are switched alternatively with
appropriate phase-shift for power factor control [18,20]. The high
frequency output at the transformer secondary is reconstructed
back to line frequency output by a third matrix converter (MC-3).
As discussed in previous section, the amplitude of the basic vectors
across the windings, herein the transformer primary winding, is√

3 pu. Although the vectors does not rotate in a three-phase
transformer, for analysis purpose they can be treated as virtual
rotating vectors and the sets of switching sequences generate CW
and anticlockwise (CCW) rotating vectors across the primary of
transformer.

In order to generate high frequency excitation across the primary

of the transformer, any two opposite vectors (
√

3 �V0ej (ωt+ π
6 )

and
√

3 �V0ej (ωt+ 7π
6 )

) are switched alternatively at high frequency
across the transformer. Thus, the line frequency voltage at the
utility is amplitude modulated by the high switching frequency of
the matrix converter to excite the transformer [22–27]. In ideal
transformer with zero leakage, the amplitude modulated voltage is
reflected across the secondary winding of the transformer.

Only a single matrix converter MC-3 is connected across the
secondary of the transformer and the vectors generated in any
sequence are 120◦ apart [18,20]. Therefore, when the two opposite
vectors are reconstructed back by MC-3 two 60◦ apart separate
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Fig. 16. Any two opposite space vectors and one zero vector is used for
voltage synthesis through MC3 in anticlockwise direction

vectors (
√

3 �V0ej (ωt+ π
6 ) and

√
3 �V0ej (ωt− π

6 )
) are generated at the

output (Fig. 15). Because both of the vectors are switched for equal
amount of period (T/2), the average output voltage is 1.5 �V0ejω t .

However, converter MC-3 can also generate three space vectors,
120◦ apart from a single vector. Referring to Fig. 16, using the
switching sequence asbscs, csasbs, bscsas two opposite vectors
would generate six anticlockwise (CCW) rotating vectors 60◦

apart. By using adjacent vectors in Fig. 16, an output vector
is synthesized at any desired frequency, amplitude and the
direction of rotation, where the maximum achievable amplitude
is (1.5 ×

√
3

2 ) pu. Similarly, output voltage synthesis is possible
using CW rotating vectors. The power factor at the input side is
controllable by the way described in previous two sections.

8. High Frequency Transformer Link Three-Level
Inverter Drive with Common-Mode Voltage
Elimination

The topology described in the last section constitutes of large
number of switches and suitable for power system application.
In application related to drives in wind power it is desirable to
have systems with less device count. In wind turbines generally
there are large power transformers at the basement and it is
preferable to have small high frequency transformers so that it

can be accommodated at the hub near the turbine. It is more
suitable to have a single-phase high frequency transformer in place
of three-phase one to reduce foot area. Operation of single-phase
high frequency transformer are available in literature, and in this
section, the application of a matrix converter driven single-phase
transformer is applied with common-mode voltage elimination at
the three-phase motor load.

The front-end converter as in Fig. 17, first converts the three-
phase input AC voltage at the line frequency to DC by creating
a virtual DC link. This is called the rectification stage. In the
following inversion stage, it converts the virtual DC to a high
frequency AC which is fed to the transformer. A three-phase low
frequency AC is converted into a high frequency single-phase AC.
This converter is basically a direct-link matrix converter with a
conventional rectification stage followed by a single-phase inverter
instead of a three-phase one. The line currents are also shaped to
be in phase with the input voltage waveform.

The PWM signals for the front-end converter are generated
using a simple triangle comparison method [9] or any standard
techniques available in literature. The link voltage at the output
phase A and B, vA(t) and vB(t), respectively, are synthesized on
an average over a sub-cycle period Ts from va(t), vb(t) and vc(t).
Although the modulation can be realized in many different ways,
in the description here the carrier-based modulation technique
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Fig. 17. Circuit diagram of the single phase power-electronic transformer
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Fig. 18. Direct-link drive for open-end winding AC machines

developed in the first section is extended for modulation of matrix
converter. An offset duty ratio

[Da Db Dc]T = [|0.5 cos(ωt − ρ)| |0.5 cos(ωt − 2π/3 − ρ)|
|0.5 cos(ωt + 2π/3 − ρ)|]T

is used for canceling the negative duty ratios and in order to
make the sum of total duty ratios equal to unity at all instant
an additional offset duty ratio �a(t) = 1−(Da+Db+Dc)

2 ,�b(t) =
0 , �c(t) = 1−(Da+Db+Dc)

2 is added.
At any instant vAB(t) = 3

2 vi(kA(t) − kB(t)) and by making
kA(t) = −kB(t)and toggling kA(t)between 0.5 and −0.5 an AC
voltage can be generated across the primary of transformer. The
AC voltage is generated across the center tapped secondary is
rectified through a controlled rectifier. The rectified voltage is acts
as three-level voltage for the three-level inverter. The three-level
inverter is operated as a two-level inverter in order to eliminate
any common-mode voltage in the machine [14]. The switching in
the inverter and rectifier and matrix converter are synchronized in
order to eliminate any change in voltage levels at the primary of
transformer [28].

9. Two-Level Indirect Matrix Converter

Matrix converter driven open-end winding drives described in
the previous sections employ 36 unidirectional switches. A direct-
link AC–AC power converter utilizing unidirectional switches to
drive three-phase star (or delta) connected machines was presented
in Ref. [36]. It does not require a DC-link capacitor or input
inductors for energy storage. An 18-switch alternative topology
(Fig. 18) for open-end winding ac machines [22] is described here.
It can generate the same output voltage as generated by the 36-
switch counterparts. However, the common-mode voltage at the
terminals of the machine is a slowly varying waveform.

The common-mode voltage does not however contain any com-
ponents at the switching frequency. Considering the low magnitude
and frequency of harmonics present in the common-mode volt-
age, their contribution toward generating bearing currents in the
machine will be negligible. In Fig. 19, the front-end converter
(RECT) operates like a three-phase diode bridge rectifier and con-
nects the positive terminal (P) of the direct link to the maximum

phase voltage and the negative terminal (N) to the minimum phase
voltage.

The direct-link voltage is thus a three-phase line-rectified
voltage. The two inverters (INV1 and INV2) modulate the direct-
link voltage to generate ac voltage across the machine phase-
windings. Detailed operation of the direct-link drive is outlined
in (14) and (22). Each inverter has six active vectors and two
zero vectors. Three of the six active vectors have a common-mode
voltage of vd/3 where vd is the direct-link voltage. The other three
active vectors have a common-mode voltage of 2 vd/3. If only one
of these sets is used by both inverters to generate the voltage across
the machine phase windings, the common-mode voltage across the
windings is zero and the common-mode voltage at the terminals
is either of vd/3 or 2 vd/3. Also the magnitude of the resultant
voltage vectors across the machine phase windings is

√
3 vd . Thus,

the maximum voltage that can be applied across the machine
phase windings is 1.5 V̂in where V̂in is the peak value of the input
phase voltage. Owing to the diode bridge rectifier like operation
of the front-end rectifier, the input current is a 120◦—conduction
waveform. The input power factor is not controllable and the
input current has considerable total harmonic distortion (THD)
(≈ 30%). A solution with multiple drives with phase shifting
transformers has been presented in Ref. [22].

10. Unified Two-Level Converter with Power Factor
Correction

The direct-link drive described in the previous section has
uncontrollable input power factor and poor input current THD. In
order to compensate for the input current harmonics, a minimum
switch active compensation scheme is proposed in Ref. [37]. The
topology for the unified system with active power filtering is shown
in Fig. 19. A clamp circuit consisting of a clamp diode Dcl and
a clamp capacitor Ccl (Fig. 19) needs to be used for protection
in the direct-link drive and for ride through purpose. The active
filter utilizes this clamp capacitor to inject compensating harmoinic
currents into the input supply.

For proper operation of the drive, the clamp diode must remain
reverse-biased during normal drive operation. The voltage across
the clamp capacitor is controlled by the active filter to be higher
than the maximum direct-link voltage. Detailed analysis of the
unified drive with active filtering is presented in Ref. [37].

The objective of harmonic elimination and power factor correc-
tion can also be achieved using a conventional active filter with
an isolated capacitor. The essence of the described active filtering
mechanism lies in the combination of the active filter with the
clamp circuit and still being able to achieve controllable power
factor with no input current harmonics.

11. Conclusion

Research on different application of matrix converter undertaken
in University of Minnesota is presented. A simplified carrier-based
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Fig. 19. Unified direct-link drive with active filtering

modulation of matrix converter is derived along with operation for
both over-modulation and input unbalance operation. Application
of matrix converter for common-mode voltage elimination in open-
ended drive is presented. Two possible topologies were discussed
along with inherent capability of input power factor control. The
input power factor is unity irrespective of output power factor and
also the input power factor is controllable. Possible application
for high frequency transformer is also discussed. Both single-
phase and three-phase topologies for high frequency transformer
application were proposed.
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